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President’s Message

Every legislative session, ABAT gears up to make a huge 
difference for Texas shops, and one of the most important things we 
do is simultaneously really simple and incredibly difficult: spreading 
the word! It seems easy enough, but when it comes down to it, it 
takes all of us…and motivating hundreds of body shops across the 
Lone Star State to get involved requires a lot of effort. But we’re 
already making progress in 2023!

Late last year, I visited Senator Bryan Hughes (R-Mineola) to 
discuss ABAT’s attempts to legislate mandatory Right to Appraisal. 
Senator Hughes was already somewhat familiar with the Appraisal 
Clause, but he wanted to learn more about what it truly means for 
Texas consumers. He asked a lot of really good questions about the 
process; I mean, he really wanted to hear some in-depth details, 
and we had a long discussion on the matter. But once that was 
over, he agreed that all Texas consumers should have the Right to 
Appraisal available to them in every insurance policy; he feels that 
the Appraisal Clause should be mandatory because it’s fair to both 

the consumer and the insurance company, 
who each have the right to invoke the Right 
to Appraisal. It’s a good way to ensure that a fair 
indemnification is the end result of any claim, 
and it levels the playing field for both parties. 

Senator Hughes is 100 percent on board with championing 
our Appraisal legislation (House Bill 1437) and carrying it forward 
in the Senate – that’s HUGE, y’all! We’ve also got our Safe Repairs 
bill (House Bill 1321) which ABAT has diligently been pursuing 
since shortly after this association began. And while I’m convinced 
that we’re going to bring that one home this time around, we’ve 
definitely got our work cut out for us. ABAT has a big effort 
coming up on February 23 when we’re going to gather in Austin 
to raise awareness about the bills we’re promoting this year (get the 
details on page 16). 

The only way to create change is by coming together to spread 

Getting the Word Out

CONTACT US TO CONTACT US TO 
LEARN MORE! LEARN MORE! 

PROUDLY SERVING NORTHEAST TEXAS & SURROUNDING AREAS!
YOUR DEALERSHIP ALTERNATIVE FOR ELECTRONIC REPAIRSYOUR DEALERSHIP ALTERNATIVE FOR ELECTRONIC REPAIRS

• ADAS (Advanced Driver Assistance Systems) 
  Calibrations
• Pre- & Post-Repair Scanning
• OEM Level Module Programming & Flashing
• Calibrations
• Computer Diagnostics
• Airbags & Restraint Systems

• Engine & Body Harness Repair or Replacement
• Dash Removal & Install/Replace
• Steering Columns
• Pigtail/Connector Replacement
• Key fobs & Security
• & More!

Services Including:Services Including:

MEMBER

(903)-500-2100  |  TOMMY@AUTOESOLUTIONS.COM 
FIND US ONLINE AT WWW.AUTOESOLUTIONS.COM

CERTIFIED

Our local team of auto electronics experts has the expertise and specialized equipment 
to help improve the efficiency of your collision repair facility. Combined with our 
commitment to following OE procedures - and nothing less! - we look forward to 

helping you focus on what’s most important: Your shop’s continued success!

Burl Richards
ABAT President

continued on pg. 22
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WE CAN’T WAIT FOR YOU TO SHARE YOUR IDEAS!

Join ABAT today in our
mission to promote consumer
safety, proper repairs and the 

success of the collision repair industry!
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HHowdy! I am so excited for another Collision Day at the 
Capitol! We were not able to do this last session because – well, 
you know why. But life is back to...normal? Maybe not normal, 
but it’s back – I’ll leave it at that – and we are headed to Austin 
on February 23!! We will bring awareness to HB 1321, our 
#SafeRepairs bill and HB 1437, our #FairAppraisal bill. You can 
read more about each of these legislative initiatives on our website at 
abat.us/legislative-action.

Here’s what you can expect:
We will meet at a centralized point (check your email) for 

our pep rally. We will distribute our handouts for the day and 
give everyone something to adorn themselves with to showcase 
support of our bills. Don’t worry about whether you’ll be able to 
explain things clearly; we’re going to arm you with word tracts and 
pamphlets to allow you to confidently promote our cause. We will 

split up into groups to visit all the House 
and Senate members in the building to 
let them know about our bills, what they 
mean and that we would like them to vote 
YES to HB 1321 and HB 1437 when the 
time comes. We will sit in on any sessions 
that they are holding that day for educational purposes and to make 
ourselves seen – like the BIG family in the stands at graduation, 
minus the air horns and matching shirts.

Wrap up an amazing day and go home feeling great about 
the work you’ve done to make this industry a SAFER place! If you 
can’t attend, please join us in sending emails to 
lawmakers to let them know they should vote 
YES to our bills this session. Sign the petition at 
texaswatch.org/fair-appraisal.

Executive Director’s Message

Jill Tuggle
ABAT Executive Director

Collision Day at the 
Capitol – What Is It?

jill@abat.com

TXA

Legislative adv. paid for by ware wendell, executive director, 
texas watch, p.o. box 42198, austin, tx 78704
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MMS training.com
COLLISION SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
COMPLIANCE PROGRAM 

I 

Jackie Riggs I jackie@)aamsparts.com 
(940) 465-5099 Direct I (888) 632-2267 Toll-Free/ E -Fax 

• Annual Employee OSHA/EPA Training
• Annual Fit Testing Training & Notification
• Respiratory Medical Questionnaire (unlimited)
• Quarterly Shop Inspection Checklist
• Regulatory Updates to Tasks
• New Employee Training
• Quick/Seamless Employee Transfers
• Paint Booth Compliance
• OSHA required Written Programs
• Monthly Collision Industry Safety Communication
• Auto Lift Certified Inspection reminder
• Auto Lift Periodic Inspection
• Auto Lift Training
• Emergency Contact Forms and Evacuation Routes
• Hazardous Chemical Listing
• Online SOS
• Monthly Safety Topics for Continuing Education
• Job Hazard Analysis
• Recordkeeping Training
• SOS: Employer Responsibility Training
• 6H Painter Training Certification
• 6H Hands on Painter Training
• Annual EPA Test and Certification
• Annual OSHA Test and Certification
• EPA 609 A/C Technician Certification
• First Aid Training
• Hazard Communication Standard Training (HCS)
• lsocyanates Training
• Office Ergonomic Training
• Online document storage (automatic & customizable)
• Creatable Customized Tasks proprietary to company 

and/or each shop
• Air Permits and Renewal - All emission sources - Booth 

Prep Station, Gun Cleaner, Furnace etc.
• NESHAP 6H Notification of Compliance

ALL SERVICES ABOVE INCLUDED: $109.00/PER SHOP-MONTH 

O>SHA 

ABAT Members Special

For ALL ABAT members 
AAMSTraining will conduct a 

FREE inspection of your facility

Our trained compliance 
representatives will point out possible 

violations and provide a detailed 
report with pictures and suggestions 

on how to fix them

This report will be strictly 
confidential

Why Join WIN?
WIN offers education, mentoring and leadership 
development opportunities to build critical skills for 
success in the collision repair market.

•  Local/Regional  
Networking Events

•  Annual Education  
Conference

•  Educational Webinars

•  Mentoring  
Opportunities

womensindustrynetwork.com

•  Scholarship Program

•  School Outreach  
Program

•  Most Influential Women  
(MIW) Award



Editor’s Message

Fulfilling Our 
Purpose in 2023

Well it’s (finally) 2023, and as we entered the new year, I 
decided to follow the advice of this great meme I saw: 

“Nobody claim 2023 as ‘your year.’ We’re all going to walk in 
real slow. Be good. Be quiet. Be cautious and respectful. Don’t touch 
anything.” 

So I’m moving gently into ‘23, but at the same time…Shew, 
I’m glad 2022 is in the rearview. I don’t know about y’all, but last 
year seriously kicked my behind. And even as it was coming to 
a close, it took a final swing when it stole industry advocate and 
legend, John Mosley. 

The tribute to him on page 10 is the third memorial article I’ve 
written in the past year, but this one hits differently – John wasn’t 
just someone I learned about through others’ eyes; John was a friend 
to me, as he was to many of you. I first “met” John in January 2014 
when I reached out to interview him about his involvement with the 
Mississippi Collision Repair Association, and as I chased him down 
(the man was always busy!) to secure the interview, it didn’t take 
him long to tease me: “You sure are hard to deal with. Just kidding. 
I will call you by Wednesday evening, and we will get it done.”

Over the years, John granted me a number of interviews on 
various subjects, and I always found him to be a passionate wealth 
of knowledge. He loved the auto body world and collision repairers; 
he fought for shops from coast to coast, and the industry is better 
because of him. We could all learn something from John…because 
even though John was quiet and gentle, that never stopped him 
from being a fighter filled with purpose.

So, we can move gently into 2023, 
but let’s also move with purpose. Decide 
what matters most to you and cling to it, 
defend it, fight for it with everything in 
you. Do the right thing for your customers 
and your employees, and stand your 
ground when insurers tell you “we don’t 
pay for that.” It’s not their business, and 
they aren’t the ones who will deal with 
the repercussions of an unsafe repair. 
Recognize that this industry is stronger 
when everyone comes together. 

Organizations like ABAT are led 
by people who, like John, just want to make a difference, not just 
for themselves but for every shop. But they can’t do it alone. They 
need everyone to join them and amplify that voice crying in the 
wilderness. It can be as easy as joining the association’s visit to 
the Capitol (get the details on page 16) to support ABAT’s 2023 
legislative initiatives or maybe it’s a matter of sharing your thoughts 
on important matters in a future Texas Automotive feature. 

I’d love to get to know more of our readers, so feel free to reach 
out to me with your ideas, questions and thoughts to help make this 
the best magazine it can be. And if I reach out to you to request an 
interview, I hope you’ll give me a chance to prove I’m not hard to 
deal with. I promise to be gentle!  TXA

by Chasidy Rae Sisk
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Chasidy Rae Sisk 
TGP Managing Editor 
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Few people get to leave this world on 
their own terms, but true to who he was 
as a person, John Mosley, age 69, shed his 
mortal coil on December 21 just how he 
lived his life: his way. 

An aviation aficionado who owned and 
flew historic airplanes, Mosley was even 
more devoted to Carolyn, his wife of 48 

years and his children, Patty and Daniel. 
In addition to owning Clinton Body 
Shop, Hangar 360 Aircraft Services and 
John’s 360 Coatings, Mosley served on 
the Board of Directors for the Society of 
Collision Repair Specialists (SCRS) and 
was a founding member of the Mississippi 
Collision Repair Association. He also 
fought for shops’ and consumers’ rights 
in the way that he did everything else…
passionately but respectfully.

ABAT President Burl Richards (Burl’s 
Collision; Henderson) first met Mosley 
over a decade ago when “he wanted to get 
some shops together to meet with legislators 
in Washington DC to discuss the 1963 
Consent Decree. The goal was to make 
them aware of it, explain why we wanted 
them to support it and make sure they were 
applying the applicable laws. He was so 
passionate about the industry, and that was 
just one of the things we shared in common. 

Over the years, we became great friends.”
During the 2018 Texas Auto Body 

Trade Show, ABAT Executive Director 
Jill Tuggle was introduced to Mosley as a 
“friend of Burl’s. We were all hanging out 
at a bar after the show, and we became fast 
friends. I quickly realized he was a great 
person to bounce association ideas off of.”

Mosley was “a true southern gentleman 
from his accent to his attitude,” according 
to Tuggle. “He offered a warm smiling face 
that was just the outer layer of someone 
who just kept surprising you the more you 
got to know him, and he guarded his friends 
and stood up for what was right fiercely. 
I liked to call him ‘Johnny Mosley’ (like 
the skier, Jonny Moseley), and he would 
chuckle when I did. Every time I saw him, I 
just wanted to hug his neck.”

To many, he was more than a friend. 
“I’ve had very few mentors in my life, but 
John was 100 percent a mentor to me – he 
was at the top of the list,” Richards said. 
“I’ve always considered myself a consumer 
advocate; I’ll fight tooth and nail for my 
customers. But when John would disagree 
with someone, he had this extremely 
serious way of getting his point across in a 
professional, first-class manner. Sometimes, 
I struggle to keep my cool when I know I’m 
right, but he’s taught me how to handle that 
better. I’m sure I’ll still fail sometimes, but 
I’ll never have another conversation with an 
insurer without asking myself, ‘How would 
John handle that situation?’”

Mosley was a font of wisdom for a 
number of industry leaders. “I learned 

more from my friend than he probably ever 
realized,” shared SCRS Executive Director 
Aaron Schulenburg. “I know he was so 
grateful for his time spent serving SCRS, 
but truly for every one of us, we are the ones 
who were most grateful to have him. He 
was an important part of our family and will 
be missed, but every one of us is ready to 
tell his stories loudly and continue the work 
in his honor.”

He definitely encouraged others to 

National Feature

Doing It His Way: 
A Celebration of John Mosley’s Life
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by Chasidy Rae Sisk

advocate for the industry as well. 
“When John got wind that I was going to California to witness 

the crash tests I was doing with Todd Tracy, he asked if he could 
come with me,” Richards recalled. “He told me to meet him in Mt. 
Pleasant, at his buddy Scott Glover’s place, and John flew his plane 
there. Scott flew us to DFW in his helicopter which was a pretty 
neat experience. From there, John and I flew to California, and as 
soon as we had a little spare time, he suggested we visit a local body 
shop, so we showed up unannounced, explained what we were 
doing and asked for a tour. Even then, John was thinking about the 
industry.”

Schulenburg struggled to recall when he first met Mosley. “It’s 
been a long time, and after so many industry events, it’s hard to 
think back to which was the first. I first met John when I was with 
the DEG, and I distinctly remember his call to congratulate me 
when I was hired as SCRS’ new executive director. He was so kind 
and excited, and it stood out to me. Our relationship really grew 
under our work together, in a variety of different capacities, through 
SCRS.”

He described Mosley as “soft-spoken but as loud as they come. 
He was filled with love and full of fight. He was noble, professional 
and full of conviction. In so many ways, he was larger than life 
– but never at the expense of being professional, humble and well-
grounded. He knew exactly where he came from and who he was 
here to help.”

Likewise, Mike Anderson (Collision Advice) cannot recall how 
he first met Mosley, though he believes “it was at a local shop that 
I did some estimate training for in his market and he attended. 
John was kind, thoughtful, passionate, well-spoken and dedicated 
to doing the right thing…and he loved his airplanes! Some of my 
favorite memories of John include all the airplane and flying stories 
he would share, as well as when he showed me photos of the planes 
he restored. He was very proud, and it was cool learning about it.”

Veteran industry journalist Joel Gausten agreed that Mosley 
was an intriguing, well-rounded individual. 

“John Mosley was many things. He was an industry leader who 
helped set the course for activism in Mississippi and beyond, and he 
was an industry soldier who was always willing to roll up his sleeves 
and do the work that needed to be done. He served his industry on 
the national level as part of the SCRS Board, and he served locally 
by once running for insurance commissioner of his home state. 
He was a fierce and fearless defender of collision repairers, and he 
was a kind and friendly man who never ceased to be courteous and 
respectful. Every conversation I ever had with him was a pleasure.”

Schulenburg is grateful for the many great memories he shared 
with Mosley. “From taking part in the crash tests at Karco, to our 
work together on Capitol Hill advocating for the preservation of the 
Consent Decree, to an amazing stroll through the French Quarter 
following one of the Southern Automotive Repair Conferences…
No matter the setting, John never compromised who he was or 
what he believed in. People talk about having ideals and conviction 
in what they stand for, but John’s beliefs shined brightly and were 
ever present in his work, his conversation and his actions. 

“You could see it in Washington DC,” he continued. “John 
was far more politically connected than most people even realize, 
and the way he spoke just forced every one of the members 

of Congress that we met with to listen. He spoke like their 
constituents, but armed with a lifetime of knowledge. It was 
earnest, touching and built on trust and respect. And almost every 
conversation he took part in led to a letter of support.”

Mosley’s love for his colleagues and his strong will were evident 
in the Facebook post his family made to announce his passing, at 
his request, which read: “His body was tired, and he was ready to 
be with the good Lord. He wanted to make sure you all know that 
he loves you and appreciates each and everyone of you. He thanks 
his customers for always having faith in him. He has had a great life 
full of a multitude of blessings. He asks that each of you continue to 
keep the faith and do good things and he expects to see you all on 
the other side. He wants you all to know that cancer did not win. 
Dad won, he is in his eternal home celebrating with those that have 
gone before him. He asks that you all do not cry for him and do 
not let this dampen your Christmas spirit. He is adamant that we 
remind you all that he loves you!”

“It speaks volumes that when John’s family announced his 
passing, they stressed that he wouldn’t have wanted the news to 
dampen anyone’s Christmas spirit,” Gausten pointed out. “That’s 
the kind of man John Mosley was. I’m really going to miss him.”

“There’s a void that will always be there,” Richards lamented. 
“You cannot replace John Mosley – what he meant to the industry, 
to my business and to me personally…he left a void that will never 
be filled.”

Yet, Richards feels more at peace with the loss after attending 
Mosley’s funeral. “My wife and I went to Mt. Pleasant where Scott 
Glover flew us and several others to Mississippi in a DC-3 (similar 
to one of John’s). They held the visitation in John’s hangar, and 
at least 300 people showed up to pay their respects; it was a huge 
service and very uplifting. After the visitation, several pilots honored 
John with a ‘missing man formation’ as they flew over the property. 
Finally, we walked across the pasture and up the hill to the small 
cemetery on the property where John was buried. I left that day 
with a really good feeling.”

Richards admires how Mosley arranged his affairs at the end. 
“Even in death, I’m learning from John Mosley. He knew what was 
facing him, and he made the calls. I have no doubt that John’s wife, 
son and daughter will carry on the traditions and legacy that John 
left behind. We all have an opportunity to leave our mark on this 
world when we leave it, and because of John, this world is a better 
place.”

Mosley left a lasting legacy on more than the few individuals 
that spoke with Texas Automotive about his life. Hundreds showed 
up to pay their respects at his funeral to honor the man who made a 
difference in their careers and their lives. 

Anderson expressed it best, “The world is a better place because 
of John Mosley; if we all aspired to be more like John, the industry 
would be forever changed. He was dedicated and ethical to the 
core!”

Schulenburg challenged the industry to pick up Mosley’s 
mantle and change the industry for the better: “Continue to make 
John proud in your actions, in your fight for what is right. He 
would love to know that we all served the same mission.”   TXA
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Moving Legislative Mountains: Moving Legislative Mountains: 
Overcoming Hurdles and Overcoming Hurdles and 
On the Way to AustinOn the Way to Austin

Since the last legislative session ended in 2021, ABAT has 
been diligently working on its plans for the 88th legislative session, 
which includes two vital bills designed to protect consumers and 
collision repair facilities alike: their Safe Repair and Fair Appraisal 
bills. (Get the full scoop on ABAT’s 2023 legislative agenda at 
grecopublishing.com/txa0123coverstory.)

The association dedicated its time to educating auto body 
professionals, consumers and legislators; they explained their 
challenges and concerns with insurers’ egregious actions that 
negatively impact Texas drivers in order to garner support, and 
they have partnered on initiatives to increase public awareness with 
consumer-focused groups like Texas Watch through their Call Kelly 
campaign. 

Among those many endeavors, one of the most fruitful may 
have been the testimony related to the Right to Appraisal that 
ABAT President Burl Richards and Robert McDorman (Auto 
Claim Specialists) provided at the public hearing held by the Texas 
House Committee on Insurance in September 2022. As a result of 
that hearing, the committee wrote in its report, “A consumer’s right 
to invoke appraisal in disputes regarding the cost of repairs or the 
amount of a total loss has been the market standard in Texas for 
both personal automobile and residential property insurance.”

Further, the Texas Department of Insurance’s (TDI) 2022 
Biennial Report identified the need for legislators to “establish 
policy form appraisal guidance” under its policy considerations 
(though true to ABAT’s experience with TDI, they did not actually 
offer any actionable recommendations on the matter); however, 
most recently, ABAT leaders were further encouraged last month 
when the Office of Public Insurance Counsel (OPIC) released its 
Report to the 88th Texas Legislature – a report which included 
the recommendation that Right to Appraisal be included as a 
mandatory part of all insurance policies!

According to Texas Insurance Code, OPIC has been given the 
ability to “recommend legislation to the legislature that the public 
counsel determines would positively affect the interests of insurance 
consumers,” as the department clarified in its report before going 
on to recommend legislation that would “require personal auto 
and residential property insurers in Texas to preserve the insurance 
consumer’s right to invoke appraisal in disputes regarding the cost 
to repair or the amount of a total loss.”

OPIC expressed increasing concern with “restrictions on 
appraisal in policy forms filed by top insurers [which] can adversely 
impact consumers, who buy insurance to make sure damage to their 
property will be repaired or replaced. Without appraisal, they may 
be forced to choose between accepting the insurer’s offer and paying 
out-of-pocket for any disputed amount, or taking on the costly and 
time-consuming burden of going to court.”

In addition to listing the cases in which insurers have attempted 
to limit Right to Appraisal in their policies, the report also identified 
insurers’ three justifications for limiting or eliminating appraisal, 
offering rebuttals to each and providing a strong rationale for their 
recommendation: “The fact remains that appraisal still does what it 
is intended to do – resolve the amount of loss.”

The report further emphasized the value of appraisal by 
explaining, “Restrictions on appraisal can remove an important 
consumer protection that saves the parties and the judicial system 
time and resources. Appraisal is usually the consumer’s only 
economically realistic option for challenging the amount an insurer 
offers to repair or replace property. Filing a lawsuit is expensive 
– often more expensive than the amount of an auto repair claim. 
Eliminating appraisal leaves the consumer stuck in the middle of a 
dispute between the insurer and providers over the amount of loss.” 
(Read OPIC’s 2023 Recommendations Report in its entirety at  
bit.ly/OPIC2023.)
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by Chasidy Rae  Sisk

“OPIC’s recommendation that the Appraisal Clause become 
mandatory is very important news,” Richards stressed. “Our bills 
are filed and have support on both sides of the political spectrum, 
so everything is trending well and our odds are looking great for 
getting both pieces of legislation passed this year.”

“This is a great step in the right direction,” ABAT Executive 
Director Jill Tuggle agreed. “OPIC’s support strengthens our fight, 
and I’m certain we’re going to make even more progress leading 
up to Collision Day at the Capitol at the end of February – and we 
hope that Texas shops will be encouraged by this news and join us 
in Austin to help ensure we carry these bills across the finish line 
this year.”

The progress ABAT has made so far is great, but as Tuggle 
pointed out, the fight isn’t over yet…

En Route to Collision Day at the Capitol!
Next up: On February 23, ABAT members will head to Austin 

for Collision Day at the Capitol, an association-sponsored event 
designed to educate legislators on the association’s two initiatives 
for this legislative session, both being sponsored by Representative 
Travis Clardy (R-Nacogdoches):

    •  House Bill 1321, the most recent iteration of ABAT’s Safe 
        Repair legislation, which seeks to require proper repairs 
        based on OEM-recommended processes, in addition to 
        addressing the differences between original and aftermarket 
        parts. The bill (available in its entirety at bit.ly/ABAThb1321) 
        also attempts to eliminate the “gray” areas as to what a proper 
        repair is and how insurers indemnify policyholders.
    •  House Bill 1437, ABAT’s second pass at an Appraisal Clause 
        bill, which would require insurers to include Right to 
        Appraisal in all policies. (The bill is available in its entirety at 
        bit.ly/ABAThb1437.)

Industry members who attend Collision Day will receive 
educational materials to share with lawmakers to help them explain 
the two proposed bills. ABAT hopes that auto body professionals 
from all corners of the Lone Star State will make the trip to the 
state Capitol to lend their support to this important initiative and 
make this year’s event even more successful than its inaugural 
occurrence in 2019 which drew nearly 100 industry professionals 
(and maybe Texas repairers could stand to show that everything 
really IS bigger in Texas by outdoing Massachusetts’ labor 
reimbursement rate reform rally last May which drew over 300 
collision industry professionals; read more at grecopublishing.com/
near0722coverstory). 

“We need everyone to get involved,” urged Tuggle, who 
provides more thoughts about ABAT’s 2023 Collision Day at the 
Capitol on page 6. “We need to talk with legislators and let them 
know the struggles we face every day just to fix cars safely and be 
paid fairly for what we do. It’s going to take all of us meeting with 
legislators, educating them on repair safety issues and passing out 
information on our proposed bills to move the needle, but I truly 
believe we’re got what it takes to get our Safe Repair bill and our 
Appraisal Clause bill passed this year if we all come together to 
make our needs known!

“We need every collision repair professional in Texas to take 
action – call your legislators, email them or SHOW UP in Austin 
at the end of the month to let them know how important these bills 
are to their constituents…you and your customers,” she continues. 
“Until we raise awareness of our problems and concerns and really 
make some noise to get their attention, we’re never going to see 
the change we need, the change we deserve. Stand up for your 
customers. Stand up for your industry. Stand up for yourselves – by 
showing up and making a difference.”   TXA
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2501 William D. Tate Avenue, Grapevine, TX 76051

PARTS DIRECT:

(866) 410-6140
Give us a call. We appreciate your business and look forward to serving you!

• Your Trusted Authority for Chevrolet Performance Engines & GM Performance Parts

• Level 1 GM Powertrain Dealer

Brought to you by

At Classic Chevrolet, we aim to offer an easy buying experience 
on wholesale priced Chevrolet performance parts. 

We are one of the largest sellers of powertrain parts in the U.S. and 
have been recognized by General Motors as #1 in total parts sales for 

the 6th consecutive year. With competitive price matching and free 
shipping on orders $250+, we want our customers to come back for 

our quality parts and service.
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Thank you for your additional questions relating to GEICO’s 
deficient responses to TDI concerning its failed proposal to 
limit the Right to Appraisal in its policies. Yes, I agree the data 
points GEICO provided to TDI in their failed filing appear to be 
unrealistic based on the number of clients we represent with under-
indemnification issues who have GEICO as their primary insurance 
carrier. Before I respond to your questions, please allow me to point 
out that TDI actually asked GEICO to provide information over 
the past three years on total loss and repair procedure claims where 
the Right to Appraisal was invoked; however, GEICO’s limited 
response was that they reviewed a single year’s worth of claims with 
payments to independent appraisers. 

In response to your first question, yes, we monitor and keep 
track of the data relating to our clients’ claims by their insurance 
carrier. Over the past three years, we have represented 93 clients 
with under-indemnification issues on total loss claims who had 
GEICO as their insurance carrier. Over the same period, we have 
represented 26 clients in repair procedure disputes in their Right of 
Appraisal process who had GEICO as their primary insurer.

Surely, our single adjuster agency does not receive and work 
such a large majority of GEICO claims going to appraisal. In 

addition, I wonder – just as you probably do – why GEICO 
would be spending so much time and so many resources to get the 
Appraisal Clause altered or removed from their policy if the number 
of claims going to appraisal is really so low? Thankfully, we have 
now brought this critical issue to the attention of too many people 
for limited and questionable responses on the part of insurance 
carriers to pass unnoticed and unchallenged. 

The Office of Public Insurance Counsel (OPIC) in their 
report to the 88th Texas Legislature, released in early January, 
recommended that the Texas Insurance Code be amended to 
require personal auto and residential property insurers in Texas 
to preserve the insurance consumer’s right to invoke appraisal in 
disputes regarding the cost to repair and the amount of total loss. 
OPIC stated in the report that they are increasingly concerned 
with restrictions on appraisal in policy forms filed by top insurers. 
Additionally, OPIC stated restrictions on appraisal can remove 
an important consumer protection that saves the parties and the 
judicial system time and resources. I could not agree more with 
OPIC and applaud their position on the mandatory Right to 
Appraisal in Texas. 

As further support of the OPIC recommendation, it is 
my understanding that the Texas Supreme Court has ruled 
that appraisal should be the absolute mechanism to define loss 
precedence to litigation. With the Texas Supreme Court ruling that 
appraisal is the absolute mechanism to define loss, and now OPIC 
recommending to legislators that the Texas Insurance Code be 

Ask The Expert

Fact Checking GEICO’s Deficient 
Response to TDI – Part 2

by Robert L. McDorman

Dear Mr. McDorman:

I own and manage a collision facility in east Texas and submitted last month’s reader question. After 
reading your January editorial, re-reading the December 2022 Repairer Driven News editorial “TDI includes 
RTA in report to legislature, invites public policy response” and listening once again to the September 
hearings concerning the mandatory Right to Appraisal in Texas motor vehicle insurance policies, I have 
several additional questions I hope you can answer for me and the readers. First, GEICO stated to TDI in 
their failed filing that they reviewed one year’s worth of claims with payments to independent appraisers 
and 56 appraisals were completed on vehicles with total loss claims. Second, GEICO stated to TDI that 
they reviewed one year’s worth of claims with payments to independent appraisers and 20 appraisals were 
completed on repaired vehicles. With GEICO being in the top five biggest motor vehicle insurers in Texas, 
these numbers seem extremely low compared to the number of our clients with GEICO insurance whom we 
have referred to you with an under-indemnification issue. Do you track this type of data on your clients, and 
if so, can you share it with the readers?

Robert is a recognized Public Insurance 
Adjuster and Certified Vehicle Value Expert 
specializing in motor vehicle-related insurance 
claim resolution. Robert can be reached at 
(800) 736-6816, (817) 756-5482 or via email at 
AskTheExpert@autoclaimspecialists.com.

continued on pg. 20
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Fair settlements through knowledge and negotiation!

Vehicle Value Experts is a unique consulting firm specializing in Insurance Total Loss Market Evaluation Reports; 
Mechanical and Body Shop Estimates and Finalized Motor Vehicle Repair Evaluations; Diminished Value  Assessment 

and Claims and Motor Vehicle Fair Market Value Reports. 

ALLOW US TO ASSIST YOU WITH:

Phone: 409-200-2226     Fax: 409-750-7160      
appraisals@vehiclevalueexperts.com

1310 1st St. Vidor, TX 77662

Contact us from anywhere in the U.S.!
771 East Southlake Blvd. Southlake, TX 76092 

817-756-5482     Fax: 866-550-0484  
Toll Free: 800-736-6816

claims@autoclaimspecialists.com

WE SUPPORT

MEMBER

TOTAL LOSS: If your vehicle was totaled 
following an accident, we’ll examine the 

market value comparison report, collision 
repair estimate and settlement offer prior to 

settlement.

DIMINISHED VALUE: We have been 
helping people with Diminished Value 
claims since 1999. Do you qualify for a 

diminished value assessment? Contact us!

APPRAISALS: Our comprehensive auto 
appraisal reports offer a documented value 
assessment based on the subject vehicle’s 

condition at the time of the incident or loss.

If you need a recognized and qualified expert to provide testimony for you or your client, 
make sure you select one who’s certified!  Choose The Vehicle Value Experts! 

We are experienced in negotiating claims with insurance companies. 
As a Licensed Public Insurance Adjuster Agency, we can ensure a fair settlement on 

your auto claim. It is our duty to act on your behalf!

Founder
Robert McDorman

WE SUPPORT

MEMBER

www.autoclaimspecialists.com

www.vehiclevalueexperts.com
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Ask The Expert
continued from pg. 18

THOMAS GRECO PUBLISHING

973-667-6922   |   info@grecopublishing.com

Greco Publishing has successfully served the automotive repair industry for 
over 30 years in print, online and as an association liaison. Our team handles 

all pre-press production in-house, from ad design to editorial layout. 

Greco Publishing also provides a variety of services to cover our clients needs 
and facilitate their day-to-day business. 

We do all of the heavy lifting so you can focus on what’s most important:

GETTING YOUR MESSAGE OUT THERE.

LET US SHOW YOU HOW - CONTACT US TODAY!

@grecopublishing

grecopublishing.com

amended to require personal auto and residential property insurers 
in Texas to preserve the Right to Appraisal for all loss types, how 
can the Right to Appraisal to define loss not be made mandatory in 
Texas?

As a note, the documented data we are seeing on the systematic 
under-indemnification of policy holders on motor vehicle claims 
in Texas is of epic proportion and totally out of control. As I have 
emphatically stated many times, it is my professional opinion 
that the insurer should never be in control of the loss settlement; 
however, they are instead gaining greater control each year. As we 
are seeing, when this happens, shortcuts are invariably made to 
reduce their liability, leading to rampant under-indemnification 
issues and substandard repairs. This is the driving force behind 
our advocacy for the mandatory Right to Appraisal in every motor 
vehicle insurance policy. The Right of Appraisal works as a guardrail 
to prevent under-indemnification and substandard repairs. It is my 
unwavering position that the removal of the Right to Appraisal on 
repair procedure disputes will be the enemy of a safe repair and 
become the stake in the coffin for safe roadways for us all, while 
further escalating grossly undervalued total loss settlement offers.

In today’s world, regarding motor vehicle insurance policies, 
frequent changes in claim management and claim handling policies 
and non-standardized GAP Addendums, we have found it is always 
in the best interest of the insured or claimant to have their proposed 
insurance settlement reviewed by an expert before accepting. There 
is never an upfront fee for Auto Claim Specialists to review a motor 
vehicle claim or proposed settlement and give their professional 
opinion as to the fairness of the offer.

Please call me should you have any questions relating to the 
policy or covered loss. We have most insurance policies in our 
library. Always keep in mind a safe repair is a quality repair, and 
quality equates to value. I thank you for your questions and look 
forward to any follow-up questions that may arise.

Sincerely,
Robert L. McDorman
TXA
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our message and explain why these bills are so important. Over the 
past two years, ABAT’s leadership has been working diligently to 
make sure that we’ve got everything in line to file these two pieces 
of legislation, and now that we’re in the home stretch, we need 
YOU! We need you to show up in Austin to talk to legislators, but 
we also need you to call and email your local legislators to explain 
why we need their support. 

If you don’t know what’s going on, it starts with educating 
yourself and your employees to truly understand how to perform 
safe repairs and how valuable Right to Appraisal is for your business. 
Get your entire team involved because this fight doesn’t just affect 
shop owners. It impacts your customers. It affects the employees 
who are working on today’s vehicles, following these complicated 
processes and procedures. Our legislation puts it all out on the 
table to promote the end result we all want, that we all strive for: 
a safe and proper repair. It impacts our entire industry, and we’re 
calling on the entire industry in Texas to come together, to call your 
local legislators and urge them to support these two bills. Educate 
your consumers, and encourage them and your employees to get 
involved. 

Every citizen in this great state is the constituent to these 
legislators, and they WILL listen to us if we’re loud enough. So, 
let’s get loud; let’s get the word out. Let’s make sure this legislative 
session is THE legislative session for the Texas auto body industry. 

It’s important to ABAT because YOU are important to ABAT. Isn’t 
your shop important to you, too? Of course it is! Your association is 
here to help you, but we need your help to really affect the change 
that matters most to all of us. So, pick up your phone, call your 
legislators and head to Austin on February 23 to stress to them 
how important these matters are to your 
business. See y’all there!

 

President’s Message
continued from pg. 4

burl@burlscollision.com

TXA
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Buying a paint booth is a huge investment, and there are many factors
to carefully consider before selecting one. Will the booth work well in a
region where there’s a ton of humidity and with drastic changes in the
weather? How long do you think the booth will last and will it require a lot
of maintenance? Will your painters be comfortable using it every day and
finally, will the company making the booth provide solid training and
reliable customer service? 

To answer these questions before acquiring two Chronotech spray
booths and a prep deck from USI ITALIA back in 2004, Collision Center
Manager Kevin McIllveen at Russell & Smith Body Shop in Houston, TX
spent six months studying the market. He was looking for the best booths
that matched his needs to use in a brand-new 36,000 sq. ft. facility that the
company built from the ground up.  

Mcllveen, age 56, entered the industry more than three decades ago as
an estimator and has worked for Russell & Smith Body Shop since 1993.
His goal with his new spray booths was to improve the efficiencies in his
paint department and to accommodate his production, he said, while
simultaneously saving time and energy if possible. 

The vetting process was arduous but worth it in the end. "We did our
research so that we could make an educated decision," he said. "I went to
NACE two years in a row and talked to literally everyone and asked a lot of
questions. We knew that this was going to be a very significant investment,
so we took the time to perform our due diligence to cover all our bases. We
invested in their prep stations as well, which was another good decision,
because my guys can work so much faster and effectively with five different
places where we can spray. We put a curtain up in the prep booth that
provides us two additional spaces that are heated
and properly ventilated. So, when we are really
jammed, we can handle the workload and
maintain our cycle time without interrupting or
slowing down our production."

After using them for a very short time,
Mcllveen could clearly see that his Chronotechs
were more than capable as they quickly became a
centerpiece in his new, high-end, modern shop. 

"We have four paint teams here, consisting
of a painter and a painter’s helper and we
consistently log approximately 600-700 paint
hours weekly,” he said. “We switched to
waterborne paint when we opened this facility
because we want to provide a healthier climate for our employees and the
community as a whole.” 

Why was Mcllveen able to improve his numbers by simply adding two
USI booths? “In the end, it all comes down to their airflow because we never
need blowers or additional air to cure these vehicles. The fans in these
Chronotechs are exceptional because they feature variable speeds, so we
can switch depending on the parameters of each job. Our painters are
producing an impressive product day after day, so these booths are saving
us both time and money. We paint an average of 400 cars every month, so

we push these booths and they never let us down.” 
Any issues that Russell & Smith Body Shop have encountered with

their USI ITALIA booths have been rare and far between. But Mcllveen feels
good knowing that if called upon, the company will respond and find
solutions promptly. “If you do your scheduled maintenance and keep
everything clean, these booths will last you 30 years and maybe even
longer. The issues that we have encountered with the Chronotechs have
been minor and quickly solved, which is impressive when you think that we
have been using these booths daily for the last 16 years. I tell people that
these booths will be here long after I’ve retired!” 

After training provided by USI ITALIA,
Mcllveen’s painters were able to start spraying
after one day, he said. "The Chronotechs are
designed to work with waterborne paint, which
makes it easier for our painters to do their work.
After a very short time, all of our guys were
comfortable and the results were consistently
exceptional.”  

Mcllveen is also impressed by the
Chronotech's sturdy construction and durability.
"Some booths are just a box, but these are well-
built," he said. “I know, because I've seen them
all and there isn't anything like a USI ITALIA
booth."

His career in collision repair industry has been a great experience and
products like his USI ITALIA spray booths and prep station are a part of that,
he said. “We haven’t had to furlough anybody here and that’s because we
value our people and, in the end, our Chronotechs are part of the team.” 

Russell & Smith Logging Big Paint Hours with USI Booths & Prep Station
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